Minutes, Lakeside Committee Meeting, October 12, 2017
Time of the meeting: 7:00 to 8:00pm
Notes taken by: Peter Landgren
Present at the meeting:
• Committee members

1. President: Isabela Morales (absent)
2. Vice President: Jessica Brown
3. Treasurer: David Cho
4. Social Chair: VG (absent)
5. Garden Coordinator: Kyle Oskvig
6. External Relations Delegate: Merle Eisenberg
7. Secretary: Peter Landgren
8. Webmaster: Jon MacArt
• University

1. Olivia Martel

• ACC

1. Mark Clemmons
• Residents

1. Will Smith
2. Sravya Jangareddy
3. Liz Davison

Discussion Points
1. Trick or Treating

Jess: The trick or treat social is from 6-8 pm on October 31st on the
Commons Patio.  Please come and costumes are encouraged!
David: Are we not doing door-to-door trick or treating this year?

Jess:  I think that would be up to the new social chair to organize.

Liz:  Yeah I’d be up for that.

Olivia: Also just make sure to put it in the email.
Kyle: Do we know if it was a success?

Merle: We’re not sure, no one came by my place.

Olivia:  We could do it like at Lawrence and make a list of participants.
Jon:  We can make a google form for that.
2. Garden Update

Kyle: It’s been warm so things are still going strong.  No date set for fall
cleanup yet, but likely will happen late November or very early December.
Seeking funding for the raised beds is an ongoing saga, GSG being weird
about it.
3.  Committee Updates

Merle:  I was going to follow up regarding the flashing lights at the
entrances, but I wasn’t at many meetings for obvious reasons so I’m not
sure.
Olivia:  There wasn’t anything too new reported at GHAB or the transport
committee.  Also just note that there are new drivers for the buses, so if you
notice anything slightly strange with drivers that’s why.

Merle:  The GSG has written a letter of support regarding family support and
some other issues, so maybe there will be some changes next academic
year.
Will: Also Tigers with Cubs now has a voting seat at GSG.
4.  Playroom

Jess: There are a lot of items piling up in the playroom, it’s making it a little
difficult to play, but I’m not sure where to turn for this.
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Olivia:  At least at Butler there were a few parents responsible for keeping
things orderly and cleaning the toys.  They would throw out or donate the
excess toys to keep things orderly.
Jess:  Okay, that sounds good.
5. Bookshelf

Merle: I’ve stopped organizing the bookshelf because people weren’t paying
attention to the labels, but you may want to address that coming up.
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